


Welcome

Archimedes’ Offspring: 
Re-Inventing Inventing

Creating the Next Boom in U.S. Innovation
Using Investment Funds Instead of  Startups

Going “From Mind to Market” Directly Without Detours



Problem
• U.S. Innovation is Stagnant



Problem
• U.S. Innovation is Stagnant
In the century after the end of the Civil War, an economic revolution 
improved the American standard of living in ways previously unimaginable. 
Electric lighting, indoor plumbing, motor vehicles, air travel, and television 
transformed households and workplaces. But, that era of unprecedented 
growth ended 50 years ago. 

When you compare the rate of innovation over the past 50 years (e.g., Uber, 
Facebook, Amazon, etc.), fueled by venture capital and other forms of private 
equity, against the life-altering scale of innovations between 1870 and 
1970, it becomes abundantly clear that innovation in the U.S. has slowed to 
a crawl and, despite the advent and unprecedented growth of venture 
capital, that ”golden century” of American innovation is not likely to be
repeated unless we can find new ways to tap ”hidden” innovation; that 
innovation which, as it always has in the past, lies dormant in the minds of 
the ordinary  American citizen. 



Problem
• U.S. Innovation is Stagnant

Venture capital and the “VC-funded 
startup model” is not the answer



Problem
In addition, the “VC-funded startup model” 
has hurt

• Retail Investors: By diverting capital away from the 
public markets, venture capital has been instrumental 
in denying to the general public early-stage access to 
innovation.

• Independent Inventors: Because the independent 
inventor often works alone, in solitude, and not with 
a team of others including business developers with 
“domain expertise”, it’s hurt the independent 
inventor as well.



Solution

A two-sided market/web-based business where: 
• ordinary, retail investors invest directly (not through startups) 

in partial ownership of thoroughly-vetted, high-quality 
inventions; and 

• independent inventors secure the funding and professional 
help necessary to successfully commercialize their inventions

SECURE
FUNDING

for worthwhile
Inventions

DEVELOP
INVENTION

with expert help

MARKET 
INVENTION

ensure market 
penetration

PROVIDE 
SUPERIOR 
RETURNS

to  inventors and
investors alike



Who or What is Archimedes’ Offspring?



Market Validation

11+Million 
Currently-Inactive
”would-be” 
inventors



Market Size - Inventors

1.5 Million
currently-active 

independent inventors

11+ Million  
currently-inactive 

“would-be” inventors”



Market Size - Investors

The Retail Investment Market 
“The Retail Investment in the United States is 

huge”. 
Over 50 million households are retail investors of 

some kind and over 50% of households have 
savings accounts or investment plans like 401(k)s. 

And while Americans gravitated to savings accounts 
and passive investing in the aftermath of the 2008 
financial crisis, the number of households owing 

stocks is rising again.” 



Product



Business Model - Overview



Business Model - Purpose

• To make direct investments in the partial ownership 
of intellectual property
• Minimum partial ownership = 10%
• Maximum partial ownership = 49%

• Maximum investment per invention = $75,000, 
distributed in three separate tranches

• Actual funding of additional tranches (beyond first 
tranche) dependent on meeting development and 
commercialization milestones



Business Model - Exits

Possible Exits: Option One

Licensing
Fees

5%  of 
Wholesale 
Price

Avg. $130 –
$150k / 

invention
(annual)



Business Model - Exits

Possible Exits: Option Two

Outright 
Sale of IP

Avg. Sale Price of 
Highly Desirable IP -
> $300k (median > 
$200k)



Business Model - Exits

Possible Exits: Option Three

Bridge loans for 
exceptional

inventions needing 
money to 

accomplish final 
stages

Avg.  Rate - > 15% / yr.   



Business Model - Exits

Possible Exits: Option Four

Buyback of  
Partial 

Ownership 
Interest  by 

Inventor

In negotiated 
transactions

No resale at  
less than 2 X 
Investment



Market Adoption by Inventors (Proof)

11+Million 
Currently-Inactive
”would-be” 
inventors



Market Adoption by Investors (Proof)

11+Million 
Currently-Inactive
”would-be” 
inventors



Competition



Template byPitchDeckCoach.com

Competitive Advantages
Deep inventing 
industry experience 
(and rolodex’s) 
possessed by AOS 
personnel and AOS 
outside industry 
vetting committees

Virtually 
unlimited 
inventor pool ( > 10 
million potential 
independent 
inventors)

Modest maximum  
investment per 
invention (little 
danger of chasing 
bad investments 
with new money)

Very modest and 
below market 
compensation for 
managers 
responsible for 
management of 
the business

Virtually 
unlimited 
investor pool ( > 50 
million U.S. retail 
investor 
households)

Given the size of  
the independent 
inventor  
community, far 
greater 
diversification of 
investment risk is 
possible



The “Ask” and Use of Proceeds



Pro Forma Projections (P&L)




